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Going to be arrrested

I have been told I will be arrested if I go to school at Santa Monica

college tonight. I am at my ropes end though with a decade of being

accused of thngs I did not do. I have a class on the main campus and my

film class does not even meet this week.

Ive been labelled mental for being physically ill. I am introverted and

unwilling to date or change my religious or political views. I am a white

woman in America trying to learn to do what I love.

I am unwilling to accept I have to quit or give up. I am tired of games. A

decade ago I was sexually assaulted. I had an accident on a set.

Worker’s Comp paid for five weeks of Physical Therapy. I managed to be

back on sets within weeks of the accident. But then 8 months later I

was told to come to set of Grays Anatomy to be told I was on a Watcher

list at Disney. I had complained just weeks before about a girl on set

Cynthia backstabbing me to PAs when she really should be doing her

job. She was pointing out things I was told I could do but she thought I

had no right to do. Her job was just to be a stand in not police my

actions. Ever since I am finding more and more people acting like I have

no future in film and television.

I have never cheated on a test. I have never been a liar. However I am

not a quitter either. I also think there is something wrong wth the way

some people are here in California. Life is not a game. It is a journey.

Would the world end if I was allowed to finish what i started? Would it

end if I made it as an actor? Would it end if I were known to exist?

Would it end if i was left alone to make art and get a job I’m

comfortable with? I think we have a mental health problem that is
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cultural? Im being told on twitter if I can not be a lawyer I am unfit to

be in the industry. But that just is not logically right.

So tonight I am disobeying the dean at my school. I am tired of being

bullied to leave and quit. I want a day in court no one will give me. I

doubt I will get justice. Unemplyed people in America have it harder.

We discriminate against the less fortunate. I am educated and that is

apparently a sign I should be able to just get a job. I have lost the love I

had for life. I am terrified of having to give up all the opportunities here

to be an actor and an artist.

My father a decade ago told me no one liked me. He told me i did crazy

things. He talked to my producer for a film behind my back and never

told me. He helped her infer I acted inappropriately around children.

She kept implying I was irresponsible. Yet I was in school to train with

skills that pay $20 to $25 or more an hour. I knew then she talked to my

father. I tell him I want work in entertainment or the arts. He screams

at me. I wanted to build a working relationship with her and others. I

felt people were being told I had student loans and a responsibility to

be a lawyer effectively destroying any hope of me changing careers or

being an actor. I’m self destricting because no one is respecting my

reputation on sets means everything and my grades mean something.

And I did nothing wrong. But I am a white woman unmarried and a

mess. I look like I should be homeless. I have an incurable disease,

hashimotis. I am underweight. My twitter troll says no one will ever

touch me. I do not have an STD. They want me to disappear. Well I do

not want to exist anyways if I can not be known in entertainment again

as being hard working and be on a set. My twitter troll wins if I go to

school and wins if I do not. I want the end. I will never fight to make

money if I am not respected in entertainment & sets again. I’m tired of

being violated by the police at my home. I’m tired of being treated like

I’m trash by sag aftra. If they will never let me be proud I’m an actor. I

will not fight to survive. I do not care about money when all the money

in the world will not get me back on sets or acting on a set. I am not

normal and no psychologist can make me want the house, the car, the

kids.
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